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July 9, 2013

To Whom It May Concern:
Now that you are considering CARE’s Work Life Solutions for your
employee assistance service, you can stop the search; you will find no one
better. I have had the pleasure of working with CARE for the last five years.
During that time, I have always found their professionalism and attentiveness to
the Township’s needs to be exemplary. CARE has supported the Township and
its staff with individual professional development and various workshops,
including harassment training. During times of institutional stress, their staff is a
valuable resource, and we have come to rely upon them during those difficult
times. Perhaps their greatest attribute is the ability to maintain trust and
confidence with our employees. Without such trust, it would be impossible for
them to work effectively.
Please contact me if I can answer any questions or be of any further
assistance.
Sincerely,

j|ÄÄ|tÅ fA fÅ|à{
William S. Smith, Director
Human Resources
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SUPERB PRODUCTS
“Your Functional Plastic Specialist”

August 2, 2012
We invited Care’s WorkLife Solutions to help identify and develop a program focused around the
leadership team in an effort to aid the business unit in achieving the culture necessary to support
today's fast-paced world of competitive workplaces and turbulent economic conditions. This required
the ability to increase retention, cultivate an environment of employee empowerment and a synergy
around one vision.
We began this endeavor with Care’s WorkLife Solutions presenting the topic of “You’re Only as Effective
as What You Accept”. This training focused on leadership accountability and presented the team with
tools on how to create an environment that is professional, efficient and productive. We addressed the
leadership traits needed to enhance morale and work ethics. This training triggered the awareness that
changing our management style wasn’t as easy as taking one course and that there were no quick fixes
to help us achieve our goals. Rather it required the same energy, enthusiasm and dedication that we
have placed on our daily tasks.
Care’s WorkLife Solutions developed individual coaching programs for our leadership team based on
identified areas that required growth. The individual and group coaching/training session have helped us
focus on the emotional intelligence needed to achieve the established business initiatives. Key outcomes
of the coaching included being present, intentional listening, managing/understanding complex change
and modeling the behaviors you expect from others. All of these tools have helped us achieve a more
collaborative workplace resulting in efficiencies in all areas including increase return on time invested in
meetings, we can all relate to this issue!
Care’s WorkLife Solutions has many programs to assist in developing the culture needed to be
successful in this ever changing environment. The staff at Care’s WorkLife Solutions are knowledgeable
and very good at making the connections needed to give each of us the tools necessary to become
successful not only in our professional but personal lives. We will continue to utilize Care’s WorkLife
Solutions to maintain the competitive edge by ensuring we continue to invest in our number one asset,
our people! Lynn Becker Human Resource Representative ITW Superb Products
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